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TECHNICAL NOTE NO, 873

BENDING TESTS OF A MONOCOQUE BOX

By Albert E, McPherson, Walter Raml)erg,and
.- -—

Samuel Levy ..

SUMMARY

A monocoque box beam consisting of a 24S-T aluminum-
alloy sheet reinforced by four %ulkheads and by longitu-
dinal stringers and corner posts was subjected to bending
loads as follows: pure bending.about the lift axis,.can-
tilever %ending about the lift axis, and pure bending
about both lift and drag axes. Longitudinal strains were
measured for loads Up to a load at which permanent set
became measurable. The loads were sufficient to produce
buckling.of the sheet between str5ngerS.on the compres-
sion side of the box. The only noticeable effeot Of this
buckling was a small increase in extreme-fihcr strain on
the compression side. The measured strains and measured
deflections differed less than 10 percent from those comp-
uted from’the simple beam theory after taking account of
the effective width of the buckled sheet, The effect o~-
the bulkheads on the distribution cf stringer strain was
negligible.
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INTRODUCTION -.._.

The lending tests of a monocoque box described in *
this paper are part of an investigation on ‘monocoque .fl.
boxes conducted at the National Bureau of Standards for
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The

,.

purpose of this investigation is to study the stre-ssd~s-
tribution and the deformation of a monocoque box of typ--

—.— . ..

ical desig.~,undercornpbessiveloads, bending loads, and
,:

torsional loads.. The compressive tests are.reported in ‘-
referenae 1, T6rsio’ntests ara reporte?lin reference ~. _._:-.
A test to fai,lurehas.nbt yet b“eenmad’e.

—
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SPECIMEN... ..

The over-all dimensions and,.th~ design of the CfIOnO-
aoque box spe~imen Are given in figure.1”. A detailed
description of the s.p.ecimenand stress-straingraphs of
the material are given in feferenc’e1,

TEsTS

Fure Bending about Lift Axis.

Procedure.- Th,emet-hodof applying.a pure bending
—

moment about the lift axis of the monocoqfiebox.Is shown
in figure 2. A pair of steel booms A having a length of
approximately 72 inches was rigidly fastened to the steel
end plates B Of the specimen. The specimen was then
mounted in a vertical testing machine of 600,000-pound
capacity by suspending the ends of the boom from twO
paire of rods D the upper.ends .ofwh~oh were attached to ,
the towers E,

*
which in turn were f%stened to the bottom

platan C.of the testing machine. The ioad was applied to
the end plates B of the specimen through two pairs of rods

*
‘x

F the bottom ends of which-were tonne-ctedto the cross
beam G, which in turn was loaded by the head E of the ●

testing .rnaohine.“

The deflection of the box under load was measured hY
five pairs of O.001-inch dial micrometers mounted on a
reference-channel I (fig, 2) the ends of which were sus-
pended.near the ende of the snecimen by a pair of flexure
plat+s J,” The rods K were placed between the 8Pjndl~6 of
the dials L and center punoh marks on “the corner-posts at
points spaced about-9,6 in.c”hes.

The strains at the stringers and at the corner posts
were meaeured %y Tuckerman optical strain gages using the
technique described in reference 1. The strain gages on
the top face of the box “wereread from the wooden plat-
form over the speoimen shown in figure 3.

The load was at first increased in etepe of 1-8,000
pound-inches and deflections and strains were read for
each load. The load was releas+?dto zero after each fn-
crease of 36,000 pound-inch- in order to determine per-
manent set. Above 288,000 pound-inches, the load was

.

I
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increased in steps of 36,000 pound-inches and after each
increase the load was returned to 288,000 pound-inches to
determine permanent set. Permanent setbecame noticeable
at a load of 504,000 pound-inches. This load was chosen
as an upper limit in order not to deform the specimen per-
manently.

Results.- The strains at the stringers and at the .
-twocorner poste on a line across the compression.face at
the center section of the box are shown in figure 4. The
strain in the stringer at the point of contact with the
sheet was calculated from the two observed stringer
strains on the assumption that plane sections in the
stringer remain plane. The strains across the compression
face were practically uniform at all loads both before and
after buckling of the sheet between stringers,

.. ....-—...---——
Figure 5 shows strains at four pairs of gage lines on

the top center stringer. Two pairs of the.gage lines were
close to a %ulkhead and the other tirowere approximately
midway between bulkheads. The strain on the sheet side
of the inner flange was calculated from the....obgerved .
stringer strains on the assumption that plane sections in
the stringer remain plane. The stringer strains were .gen-
erally higher at the outer flange than at the sheet and
the ratio of the strains was about the same as the ratio
of the distances from the neutral fiber, 1.17. This re-
sult indicates that the simple beam theory holds approxim-
ately even after buckling of the sheet between stringers,

The strains at the oorner posts are plotted against
moment in figure 6. The compressive s,trainson the left
and right exceeded the corresponding tensile strainS on.
the left and right, respectively, for moments greater than--
10,000 pound-inches by amounts “thatgradually increased
to about 5 percent for the highest moment.

The strains at the sheet sides (inner flange} of the
stringers and the strains at the tops of the outer flanges
of the stringers are plotted against moment in figure 7.
The strains at the sheet side of the stringers are nearly
the same on the compression face as on the tension face
of the box. The difference between the strains on the
sheet sides and those at the tops of th6 ou.te,rflanges of
the stringers iS greater for the stringers carrying com-
pression than fQr the stringers carrying tension. This
result indicates that the stringers are bent more On the
compression face than on the tension face of the box.
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The deflection curve as ind~cate”don the di~ls is
shown in figure 8.” ~he deflection curve remained a pa-
rabola throughout.the tests. The center d.eflecti~nsrel-
ative to points 9=/2inches and 39~4 inches from the cen-
ter are plotted against the load in figure 9, The cen-ter
deflection was directly proportional to the load within
t-heerror of measurement,

Experimental values of the effective flexural rigi,d-
ity EI were obtained by substitution of the strain
readtngs at ,thecorner .yoste,.(fig,$) in

EI =“Mh/(ii,- Ca) (1).. ... ,,. ......
,,,

where M -isth.e”,eXternal.hending,moment and”.t,l and ~a

—.

are the strains measured at fibers that are a distance h
v.apart:. These values ar~-p~rtted againat the ben~ing mo-
ment in figure 10,

—.
. . .. .>.

,,
Experimental valuea of the f,lexur.alrig$dity were

also obtained by substitution of the values of cent~.r’de-
.

flections relative to pointq 39~4 and.9~!ainches from.the
..

.- center (fig. 9) in w...“ 1

241=.Ml?/8d . .(2)
,,

where d ‘is’th:e.cent.erdeflection .bv-e.ra ~pa~ .“.1..Tliqse
?

values of. XI. .ar.e.al”so~lot.tedagaine~ ~h.e.b.enflingmoment
in figure 10,

. . . . ..,,. - .. —- -
Theoretical v.aLues.of. ~~- as a“-$u~c.t$~qOf, M were

obtained as fo.11’ow.s:..Below the -bu,c..lcl’i~.lo~dt..hemoment
of inertia .1 was c,omputedin,the usual manner from the
cross-sectional di.men.si’,onsae .... ... .

,..
I =“19’2in,4”

,.
Youngls.modwlus .X was taken.a8..an average yalu.e“(see
table I of referen.ce;l). _ .. .“.-””

. . .. . . . .
., s..= ~0,,6.x:.’1O.!1~./s.qin: . . “.

,...- . . .. . . . . . .
With t’he’:~e”g.ianingof.b,uckl~,~~-“~.h”emome.ntof.~nertia iH
reduced a,..sm,all~am.oun.t.;, ,,,~ ...,...,.. ... .. .

.- .. ,. .. . . .... .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. ..+. ., .,- .+. . .. . ..>
where “ . ~~ . .... .,

-.

.-

r——.
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c distanoe ~f sheet $rom neutral-fiber, 5 inches

AA = n(h- w)t = nb”t(1 -
,.

f) @

n number” of sheet bays, ‘6

b average width of sheet between stringers, 4 inches

t sheet thickness, 0.0265 inch

w effective width of eheet between stringers

The compression test (reference 1) had shown that .-

the effective width was in agre-nen.twith Cox!s formula”

w Fucr–= 0.14 + 0.85 —
b a

(5)

where

‘cr theoretical value of buckling stress for rigid
clamping of sheet at the edges, 28’80pounds per
square inch .-

U edge stress which is, in this case, related to the
bending moment M by u = ~~c/I

Substitution of this value in ea-uations(3) to (5) gives

AA = 0.547 - 180/fi (6)

and

EI = “E(IO - caAA) = 10.6 X 10° ,(192- 25AA) “(7)

Equation (7) iS shown as a curve in figure LO* “Thecorn-
puted values of EI agree closely with values obtained
from the observed strains measured at the oorner posts.
They agree, within the accuracy of measurement, with the
points determined by deflection measurements.

The strains in the inner and
Z-stringers were c~~culated”from

‘Y = My/EI

the outer flange of “the
-.

..:., (8)
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where; % is the’compressive.strain for a fiber at a .
distance y from the neutral fi%er of the box (y taken
as positive on the compression side). Abov’ethe buc””kl-ing
load the loss in effective width of sheet on the compres-
sion face causes the neutral’fiber’to shift, so that

where -

Y(-J distant’e:t’oneutral fiber before buckling

cAk/A sh”!ft..inneutr’alfiber due to buckling,

A cross-sectional area of bQx, 8,46 equare inohes

Substitution of (9)and (7”)”in (8) gives

(10)
.

.

MYo
where ‘Y(I= q and denotes the strain in the absence

of buckling;

Substitution of the given numerical values and y.
= *5.04 inches and y = *5-89 inches for the inner and
the outer flanges of.the stringers, respectively, gives
the curves shown in figu-re7. ‘Themeasured strains for
the flanges of the stringers on the compression.face.of
the box are in clmse agreement with the calculated
strains; the et-hermeasured strains are greater than the
calculated strains by amounts that approach 10 percent at
the hi.ghest,loadsti

,.
Cantilever.Bendingabout Lift.Axis

Proceaure.- Tliemonocoque box was subjected to can-
tilever bending a~out the lift axis by loading it, ae
shown in figures 21 and 12. In order to achieve tht-s
loading, one of the looms A in figure 2 was removed. A
downward load F was applied by the head H of the test-
ing machine and this load was balanced by the reaction P
at the left end of the specimen and D at the end of the

r

,
i

.-
,

.—

T
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boom on the right of the specime?a,.T~es@ .~.~adssubjected
the monocoa,uebox to a constant ver{i”calsh~aring force P
and a ~ending.,momenttha~.increased linearly ~fro”m-zero at
the.left.end.of the-’specfmentoa..maximum at th~-~.ght-

..—.—
...-......

end.,, ..”‘“”” “~ ● . “’: .;” :.” ; :“”+.~.--,~.-_ek--~,-.,.—..
.....-

.-..”
Deflections and strains were measur~d ai.’fgr::~>,e.P.r.~-

Viou’s.te’st”:’Figure 13 shows”the method of at.t”ach’in,~’
strain.gages to read strains at the center-sect-ion.of,the
box. pertia~entset “%ecameno.ticeabl,e.at“a load of 1$,000
pounds. This load was therefore chosen as an upper liinit
to the loads applied to the specimen.

,R&:SUlt:S.-$tra.inswere read at.five se”c%i,ti<s”normal-
.—— ..

ly 42,.49, 57, 62, and ?0 inches from the line of loading .-..
1?at the free end of the box. The results for the five
stringers on the top face of the box are given in figures
14 to 18. The strains varied linearly with the distance
from the line of loading P at the end of the box except
for irregular deviations of less than 4 Percent. The de-
viations show no systematic decrease in strain in going
from the corner posts to the center stringer, such aS
would he expected from shear lag. Strain retidiugswere ““
checked by repeating the tests at some locations. The .
check values in no case differed more than 3 percent from
the-’origi~al.values.

.,
Stringer strains at a section near a bulkhead and a

section midway between bulkheads are shown in figures 19
and 20, respectively. .,,

The strains are generally higher on the ouier ~~ange
than on the.inner flange. The ratio cf the str~ins is
about the same as the ratio of the distances from the
neutral fiberj 1.16. . .

The centroidal strain for the bottom stringer and
the average of the cent-roidals-trainsfor.%he’fiv.e.toP
stri~n”ger6:”,are.plo.tt.edaqain,stt=heload for the five Se?-
t’iotis”i.hfigure 21., The.strains ~ncr”tiaselinkarly with

.———--.—

the load up-to a strain of.,about0.’0O025.
..

‘~hf.sstrain
approximates the theoretical st~rainof About 0..00027for
%uckling of a long sheet 0i026’.inchth~”c’k..clgmpedby
stringers spaced.4 inches (see table 35, p. 345, refer-
ence”3). The-observed strains”agree‘clo&ely{withthose
calculated from ea,uation(10).excep-tin th:..easeO-fthe “.
strain observed on the tension “s:deat the center stringerc
At the maximum load, this-strain exceeded the calculated
sjtr”ainby 7 percent.

. . .
, . ., - ‘“ :-.----= .-. . ..- .: .,. .,. , .
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The corresponding data for the strain in the corner
‘posts are shown in figure 22 for the center section of
the box. Strains calculated from equation (10) are shown
for comparison with the measured.values. Calculated and
measured strains’agreed within 2’percent at all loads.
There iS a break in the curve through the points at a
strain of about 0.00027 corres.pondlngto buckling of the
sheet on the oompressibtiside, ““

..
The deflection’curve relative-to points on the beam

10~s inches in from each end is gifen in figure 23,
Points 10~a jnoliebin’wer.echosen”to avoid the effects of
the end reinforcetierits.The”shape’of the deflection curve
corresponds to that for a cantilever beam computed from \

,.

z_ 8 ,+(:-1)+(~d’- 3_(172a/,~) l;:+s) ?:3],.
...-

where . .. ... .

..

—
I

y deflection at a point a distance .x from the free
end of the.,beamrelative to a line through points
a distance a from the load potnt~ .

d
“ ‘ [y(i/2)1“‘:”center deflection

-L length of beam ,between lead points .

(11)

—-

,. ..”
and

a= 10.5 in.

i =.lof?”in.

The measured points show the same shape of deflection
curve for loads above 2500 pounds as for smaller loads,
although buckling of.the sheet on the compression side
became noticeable at a load of about 2500 pounds.

The center .defle~tionrelative to a line through
points “IO~a.,$nclies:fro~”the..&ada.of.the %.OXi.gplotted
against ent loa~ .in.fi.gure24. .Th.edeflection ~ncreases
almost liriearlywith,the.load wtth a slope” P/d = 5Q,000
pounds pe~”inch, showing that “the.buckling of the eheet
was not sufficient to lessen apprecf.ably.~thrf!exural
rigidity. The slopq P/d was substituted in the equa-
tion for center deflection, .

.

.
. ,

r

.

.
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obtained”from the simple beam theory. The resulting ex-
perimental value of. .EI is .,

<“
~ EI.= .198~7 X 106 lb-in-a ...

This val~e:.differsless than 2 percegt.fkom the value.for
,.

no buckling given in figure 10 and less than 1/2 percent
from the average value in figure 100,...

. .
Pur,e llending about Both Lift and Drag Axes

-.
Procedure.- The monocoque b’oxwas su%~ected to pure

bending moments about both lift and drag axes by loading
.—

it as shown in figure ,35, The test differed.from,that .
illustrated in figure 2.only in having $he boxrotated
through an angle cf 18.43° with ”respect.toth,eload li,n)es..
The moment about the lift axis was, therefore “

.. . .
. ML= .M &OS “1”8.43°= 069487 H (13).,

. . .. .
and the moment about the drag axis .’fl~s ,.,.., .

MD = M sin 18.43° = 0;3162 ~ (14)
. ..,,. ..,.

The,ratio of the moment about,lift axis to,the.morneni.
about the drag axis’warns0.9487,M/O.3162M = 3. ‘, ‘..

Deflections”and.~trains on the ou~standing:.f}anges
were--measureda~ ~“or”theprevious-tests.-.A somewhat --- ‘-”””--
different techntque was used, however, for holding”down
the lever transfers~and for preventing these transfers
from tippings,onthe inclined face;of,the.>ox. Force was
applied ‘to the top”.ofthe transfers by a rubber band att-
ached to a:clip.,’which w&s c.emente$to tb~ IIOXat a.r~~’
ri’vethead. Th”etransferswer~ held perpendicular.to ‘the.

-.”-

face of the”box ‘bya..longthread. Figure 26 shows at .I
the”refers”nc’ebar,sfrom which the lateral de.flicKioii&
were measu-red“andat J ,one of the f.Lexureplateq sup-
porting -thereference bars. Tuckerman st”raingages and
a lever transfer for reading the strain in the bottom
center stringer are shown at K. These gages had 90°
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prisms attached to allow reading from the side of the
speoimen. Permanent set beoame noticeable at a 10ad Of
1.4,500pounds. This load was therefore chosen as an upper
limit for the loads applied to the specimen.

Results.- Strains were determined at the center sec-
tion of the specimen. The results for the five stringers
on the top face of the box, t,hecorner posts, and the
center stringer on the bottom face of the box are given
in figures 27 and 28. The strain in tl~.sstringerat the
point o,fcontaot with.the covor sheetwas calculated from
the two measured stringer strains on the ~ssump.tionthat
plane sections in the stringer remain plane. The strahs
across the top and the bottom of the lox deviate”dfrom
linearity %y less than 4 percent for the top {compression)
face and by less than 6 percent for the bottom.(tension)
face. Buokling of the comp~~ssion face started in the
top corner at a.moment of 72,000 poun”d-inchesand had

● spread to the -region.betw.eenstringer 5 and the other
cbrner of the box at a moment of .108,000pound-inche”s.
The .bu-cklingd~d not oause a noticeable change in the
strain distribution. ... . .

“.

4

—

The strains ig the corner.posts are plotted against
moment in figure 29.‘-The .co”mp&@ss:iv-e~strainsexceeded

.-.
the corresponding tengile strains at all Loads by about

.

8 peroent. All the corner,post=s-trains,inc”rea”sed.line- ,
arly with the moment.

The mea”eured.Gtraihs.in the stringers are plotted
against moment in figure 30, The strains increased lins-
arly with the %e.ndingmome~t. The buckling mo-rneen{(about
50,000 lb-in.) was”too .1OWto in,dicate.ameasurable change
in slope of the strain-moment curves of figures 29 and zO*

The location of the line of zero strain (neutral
axis) w- determined on the assumption that the strain
varies linearly between pointrson the “centersectibn.
The location of the.ax~~ .atthe maximum ipulied moment. (M = 522,000 lb-in.) is given in figure 31, The location
of the neutral a~is was det.e,rmine~from the observed
strains by the method of least.squ.qres; Buckling of the
compression face caused.a shift downward Of the n~u~”ra~
axis‘of 0.40 inch; rnamentsabout the drag axis.one-t.hir~
as..largeas the moments abo”utth lift axis c-a~sedlh~$neutral axis to.rotate about 2,5 with resyect to its
,position.for moments shout the Lift axis alone,

—
.

*
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The deflection curve normal .tothe lift axis as indi-
cated on the dials is shown in figure 32, Center deflec-
tions normal to both the drag and the lift axes were also
measured (fig, 33). The ratio of the deflections with
respe”ctto the lift and the drag axes ind-icates~fi~,,.~~)
that the lox bent about an axis inclined about 3° with.
respect to the lift axis. Additional measurements”n“ormai
to this new axis (-neutralaxis) were”therefore made (fig,
34), The deflection about either-the lift axis or the
neutral axis approximates a parabola at all bending mom-
ents (figs..32.and 34). The center deflection ~fig.-3~)
is ,directlypro-portionalto the moment.

Experimental values for the effective,fl.exuralrigi,d-
i.ties(EI)L and.(EI)D about lift and drag axes,,. respec-
tively, were obtained from the strairiread”ingsat the
corner posts (fig,.29), on the-as~umption that plane s8”c-
tions.remained plane, by substitution ii equation (1),
The values obtained are.plotted against the total bending
moment in figure 35, ..

Additional experimental values of the flexural rigid-
ity about”tlie’lift .a~d”drag.axes were.obtained by substi-
tuting in ea-uation(2) the values of the center deflection
relative to points 281/ainches from the center plotted in
figure 33.,;..Thesevalues of (EI)L and (BI)D are also,.
plotte.d”againstthe total bending moment in fi~ure 35. -
The large scatter in the points thus obtained for (EI)D
is due to the difficulty of accurately neasuring tfie” “
small di:spLac,em6ntsaorpal ,,to.t,h.edrag ai.is.

--
..... ..--:.; ——-. ,.,~.

The ‘twist’between ‘eectioris“12and.2? “i’nches”from the
transverse center line of the box was measured ubing the
method described in reference 2, The twist measurements
were made on the diagon”a.llyopposite, most heavily .
stressed corner posts.” One of the twist gages is shown
at L in figure 26. “Thetwist was 2 X 10- radians per
inch on the compression corner post and 0,5 X 10-5radian
per inch Qn.the tension corner post for a moment of
522,000 pound-inches. These twistsare too small to ~,e
significant. ..

Theoretical values of. (EI)L and (EI)D.as a function
of M were ohtaiqed as follows. Below the buckling mo-
ment the moments of inertia werp computed in the usual
manner from the crose-sectional dimensions as

—
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ILO = 192 in,4
,.

= 93? in.4“IDO,

Youngrs.modulu,s 3!was ta..kenas an average value (see
table I of reference 1):

E..=:10,6 X 105 lb/sq ino .

With the beginning of buckling the moment of inertia is
reduced. ,TheCornpressiontest (reference 1) had shown
the effective:w~dth to be in agr~emen~ with COXltIformula
(eqtiation(5)). In the present ~a~ei?he.%uckled sheet is
not uniformly compressed because of the fact that both
lift and drag moments are present,. An approximation to
the effective area.for this cage was obtained by consid-
ering the effective area dA of strips of width dx of
the sheet a distance x from the drag axis, on the as-
sumption.that the relation between dA: and-axial stress
a in the strip was given by COX!S formula:

.d~ = td X,.
(.
().14+ CL86J~

)
IY>u

..
1 (15)

,dA=tdx-

where

‘cr theoretical value of buckling stress for rigid
clamping of the sheet at the edges, 2880 pounds
per square inch

and

u= EEL+X3
~L %) ,.. ..-

,.
whioli’correspondsto the usual formula u = Ma I.

{
Ea-ua-

tiop (16).combin.edwith equations(13j and (14 reduoes
to ....- .

\ ‘“

dA= tdx a< Ucr I

.-

‘.

0
,

.

●

,

.
.

,
,

-J

fr 1
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(17)

S is the distande of”sheet frbm lift axis.

-,

i- . /,+1.2- . “7 ..”--..: .__...
...-(EI)D= E

.. ...- llDO -J;a ‘X2 ‘Y*X: ‘A)j.”, .“.:18) . -_.
...- ‘.-,,

Equations (17) and (28) are shown as curves ~ln figure 35
using E = 10.6 x L06 pounds per s-quare,in-chi.The.calcu-
lated stiffness agreed.with the measured s~i”ff~esswithin
the error of measurement. The calculated decrease in
stiffness due to bu”cklingof the sheet was too ..sw”a~l%.o
be indicated by the measurem~nts.

.... . .‘.”. ,.
Thp.neu~rql ax~s,~otate~,owin~ to the moment ‘about

‘tie drag axis, which was one-third the ~oqeni-shout th6
lift axis. The magnitude of this rotation with respec”t.#. to the position.:~:.~the;~eutz?alax~s witihmoment a%oui ~Jie
lift axis alone is given by”the formula

. ..... ~,s ,... .;--’-,-.:f, “.,”- -. .’.. .“ -- .-. ,. ,, .“.-:,... “~D(EI)L. .. :-’” :-” .(~-g).,...:. . :;”-%Z:-...,.,- ..
e =—

(EI)D MZ - ‘ ‘. - ,..

.-

.

.

*

.. ._

. .. ,. .:*.. . .
When

...... -----—-... :.:,---
ML “=.3-MD,,t;hi:i.&.qua-tiOri peduges. ta..

—

(EI)L . ->.:=:. ,.i-.:::+:-,<YX(2~),“+.-- e .7-L~_ ~
3 (E.I-ID . --:~ -::.-:-- :-u “-~:.:,,..” ..”-

.. . . .
At the highest moment used, M = 5>2,000 pound-inches, the
values of (EI)L and (EI)D are.given in figure 35 as

. . ... . .

(EI.)Ls 196 X 107 lb-in.a

“..,.
,@; ?D=. _. ‘. ..v984.x“107 l_b-in”a... . f

.,. .. ,.,.

Substitution-of.thede.values in””’equation(2-0’)gives”-.,..
r ,., ----- .--r.. . ,.

‘. .....

.

—

.—

.-., -—_.
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e = 0.0664 radian = 3,8°
..

This value is somewhat larger than the me,asuredvalue of ‘.
2.6°.

An estimate of the shear-lag effect for the canti-. .
lever bending test about the lift axis was made by Mr. kaul
Kuhn of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory Of —

the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics as follows:

The shear-lag parameter is found from

“a%(*+k)=0“38%*026(*’ ~)=0=0034
or K = 0.058

The shear-lag effect increases toward the root. The
strain-gage station closest to the roob--was x = 30 inohes
from the root, therefore

‘x = 1,74 and K~ = 5.65

In a box of uniform section loaded at the’%5D. the ratio
of average stringer strese to Me/I

(A-7) of reference 4 as
stress

formula

R=l+ sinh Kx =l.l- 2.76
Kx cosh ‘L 1,74 X 142 =

ii given by.
..

1,01

The shear-lag ef.featis therefor-eabout 1 peroent, whioh
is overshadowed by the accidental errore indioated by
the dissymmetry of the exper~men$al ourve of chordwise
distribution of stress.

CONCLUSIONS

When the monoco~ue box was tested within the elastic
range by pure bending about the lift axis, the strains
across the compression face were practically uniform at
all loads both before and after buckling of th~ sheet be-
tween stringers. Th& effect”’ofthe %ulkheads on the
stringer strain distribution was negligible, The strains
in the etringer flanges indicated that, even after buok-
ling qf the sheet, plane sections of the box remained

.

,-

T
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plane. The deflection curve remained a parabo~a through-
out”the tests and the Center deflection was directly pro-
portional to the load. Experimental values of the”flex-
ural rigidity EI determined from strain-gage readings
and center-deflection measurements agreed with theoret~cal-
values within the accuracy of measurement. Measured
stringer strains differed less than 10 percent from com-
puted strains after correction for shift .in-neutralaxis
due to buckling of the sheet.

-.

When the monocoque box was te.~tedw-itninthe elastic
range by cantilever bending about the lift axie the
stringer strains’ varied linearly with the distance from
the end load within 4 percent. There was no measurable
shear lag~ Observed and calculated stringer.strains ‘
agreed within 7 percent. Observed and .~alcul~tpd.cornor
post strains agreed within 2 percent. The shape of the
deflection curve coincided with that of.a cantilever bea”m
of uniform section-for all -loads. The center deflection
‘incre&sed almost linearly With the load showing that
buckling of the sheet was not sufficient to lower appreci-
ably the.flexural rigidity. The cwpe~iment~l value Of ~~
determined from center deflection measuremen~s w,asabout 2
percent less than the value computed “forno kuckling, a
difference of less than.1/2 percent from the average value
for pure bending including buckling.

.
When the monocoque b-ox~as tested by pure %ending

about both lift and drag axes (MD = 1/3 ML) the strains
across the faces of the b-oxdiffered from linearity by
less than 4 percent.for the compression face and 6 percent
for the tension face. Buckling of the compression face
did not cause a noticeable change in the strain distribut-
ion. l?hecorner-post strains increased linear~y with the
moment and the compressive strains exceeded the tensile
strains at all loads by about 3 percent. The stringer
strains increased linearly with the moment. The strain-
moment curve showed no change in slope at the buckling
load of the sheet. At the highest moment measured, %uck- ‘“
ling of the compression face caused a shift downward of
the neutral axis of 0.40 inch and the application of mo- E ~–._

-.

. ments about both axes cause”dthe neutral axis to rotate
. 2.6° with respect to the lift axis. The deflection curve”

was a parabola. Experimental values of the flexural ri-
. gidity about the two axes determined from the corner-post
, strains differed less than 10 percent from computed val-

ues,. Values of flexural rigidity about the lift axis
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determined from center deflection measurements differed
less than 5 percent from computed values.

Natibnal Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D, C., July-lO,“1942.
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Figure 3.- Purebending about llft axis of rnonoaoque
box specimen.
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Figure 13.- Method of atta~hing strain gages.
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Figure 25.- Purebending-testaboutboth lift anddrag axes.
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Figure26.-Measurementof deflections andstrains for pure
bendingaboutboth lift anddrag axes.
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